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Today, organizations are faced with permanently changing markets, global competition, rapidly decreasing cycles of technological innovations, worldwide (and just in time) availability of information, and considerable changes in their cultural, social, and political environments. The ability of enterprises to achieve competitive advantages and to continuously survive in dynamic, sometimes even hostile environments, largely depends on their organizational flexibility. This can be achieved through Business Process Orientation which is facilitated by harnessing appropriate enabling technology.
From research on organizational networks and virtual organizations it has been revealed that one of the most important problems in such settings is how to efficiently coordinate sequences of activities which are under decentralized local control. Moreover, business process (re)engineering not only (re)designs organizational processes but also involves a significant shift of tasks from human workers to so-called computational agents. As a consequence, whenever business process (re)engineering is effected, we are increasingly concerned with adapting and combining software-based sequences of organizational procedures instead of modeling these procedures from scratch.
This evolution has been accompanied by some promising advances in information technology (IT) . Client Server Computing has proven to be very successful in breaking down wellestablished centralized information systems architectures. Another breakthrough has been the definition of the CORBA standard (Common Object Request Broker Architecture) by the Object Management Group in 1991 (Object Management Group, 1992) . The recently emerging discipline of Cooperative Information Systems advocates a cooperative approach to coordinate the activities of decentralized, autonomous and heterogeneous information systems.
These advances, together with the availability of high-speed communication networks (like FDDI), information super highways and associated information browsers like Mosaic and World Wide Web (WWW), facilitate research efforts into how organizational networking and decentralized (computerized) organizational procedures can effectively be supported by innovative software architectures.
It is our strong belief that, within the context described above, the discipline of Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI) can contribute significantly to this challenge. This paper adopts an agent oriented approach to organization modeling namely that of Agent oriEnted orGanISations (AEGIS). Agent oriented organizations offer the ability to:
. dynamically adapt themselves to organizational aims and objectives, structures, processes, and constraints,
. provide efficient support for the cognitive skills of an organization, such as organizational perception, learning, problem solving, communication, and . actively contribute to business process orientation and the processing of computer-based organizational procedures, through a toolbox of decentralized coordination mechanisms through which a broad variety of organizational structures and coordination principles can be supported.
Within such a framework computational agents take charge of explicit organizational roles. Thus, evolving into self-contained organizational agents which no longer suffer from the inertia of today's business information systems. It has been argued also, that one of the most important advantages of agent oriented organisations is their capability to support customer orientation through flexible process management. Within this paper we concentrate on process orientation, namely that of automated configuration and customization of computerized workflows and business processes.
Due to the conceptual equivalence of multi-agent plans and (formally represented) organizational processes our technical approach draws heavily upon multi-agent planning. We suggest a plan coordination approach that provides for customizing intra-and interorganizational configurations of software-based, adaptable organizational procedures. This can be achieved by providing a diversity of mechanisms to plan and control the activities of decentralized, autonomous organizational units. For this purpose we introduce a set of generic operations by which multi-agent plan creation via plan modeling can be supported. The power of the approach is demonstrated through a plan refinement example taken from a credit application in private customer-banking.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The next section introduces the problem using a credit advice process in a banking environment as an illustrating example. The subsequent section briefly reviews emergent organizational strategies and is followed by a concise review of the concepts coming along with Distributed Artificial Intelligence. The next section is going to show how this will combine within the functional design of AEGIS. The subsequent section on engineering and customization of computerized business processes is introducing four categories of process modeling operations necessary for a holistic approach to business process orientation. How this is realized within AEGIS is described by the following section and the concluding section is outlining the work that still remains to be done.
Problem Description: Credit Advice
Within the context of this paper we will focus on a banking application as this is typical of many modern complex organizations. Specifically we will focus our attention upon a particular banking function the provision of credit advice and the identification of appropriate credit products.
The Banking Environment
Within a banking environment, products are services and as such can be represented by the (standardized) processes necessary to produce and sell them. Product bundles refer to general financial services offered by a given bank or indeed a financial consortium of which the bank is part. Examples may include inter alia combinations of life insurance, equity management, stocks and shares, trusts and so forth. Customer orientation, within the context of a banking application domain, involves the opportunistic assembly of 'product bundles' that fulfill the needs of the customer (Buhl et. al., 1993) .
A customer oriented approach must be holistic in nature, taking due cognizance of the multifaceted nature of the modern bank. An advisory system which utilizes Information Technology can significantly assist bank consultants in identifying appropriate bundles. However, true quality is ensured only if the aims, objectives and expertise of all the constituent departments are fully integrated into such an advisory system. Through this quality the bank can maintain their competitive advantage. The effective support of customer consultants of a bank can be achieved by providing assistance in the construction of such bundles using bank-wide searches for, and assessment of, the appropriate processes and a set of operations to combine and adapt the most promising ones.
The quality of the services provided by a given bank is intimately dependent upon the quality of the customer consultation process. This process is important in two respects. Firstly, the accuracy and completeness of the information accrued will directly influence the detailed analysis that will recommend particular product bundles. Secondly, financial services need to be thoroughly explained to the customer in order that they appreciate the relative advantages of competitive products and associated contractual obligations.
Current systems within the financial services sector are primarily aimed at the creation of models which simulate money flow and financial models. Little support exists as yet, for the consultation process and what support does exist does not yield true intelligent decision support but merely supports passive retrieval of data that will be used by the consultant in such decision making.
Credit Advice Consultation Process
A typical problem scenario would involve three steps:
Step 1: The customer makes contact with the bank:
Two concurrent processes evolve. Firstly, the bank tries to learn about the customers needs, preferences, and requirements. Then, the bank translates this information into an assessment of the expected "value" of that customer (that is, the potential income the bank can generate with such a partnership, will the customer be an important contact or potential business opportunity and so forth.). Secondly, the customer tries to ascertain whether or not the bank could provide him with the appropriate solutions for his requirements to its internal utility ranking.
Step 2: Definition of "Contract Parameters"
The bank then fixes an initial set of credit contract rules. Such rules may look like:
IF risk < x% AND profit > y% of total_amount_borrowed
THEN credit_contract
These rules depend largely upon the internal cost structures of the bank, the bank's aims and objectives, the aims and objectives of the experts (agents), and the "value" of the customer for the bank. For example: A credit agent may have to contract 1.000.000 DM per month. After four weeks of month 1 he has contracted only a sum of 500.000 DM. Thus, she would be very interested to attract the customer and, thus, may even accept to share a portion of his personal income with the customer. In month 2, the agent may have already contracted 1.500.00 DM at week 4. Now, the agent will not be interested in having additional credits in month two. Thus, she may chose either the strategy to reject the application, or to defer the decision to the subsequent month, or to try to earn as much money as possible from that customer.
Step 3: Bank Team Involvement
In general, private banking involves (much) more than merely one bank agent. Thus, all agents involved must negotiate in the agreement of a new contract. Each agent has local aims, which are couched in terms of its local earning system. The aims of these agents may be inconsistent, or even conflicting. For instance, some agents may be very interested in conducting business (depending on their local situation), others may prefer to reject the application. Thus, the agents have to negotiate what their collective aims ought to be. This may involve inter-agent money transfers in payment for their services.
Several such negotiation strategies need to be developed and evaluated here.
This step supposes the availability of (maybe virtual) global data structures through which the mental state (including the product development process) of the team can be represented.
Emergent Organizational Strategies: A Brief Review
In the past, a great deal of work has been devoted to develop new strategies by which organizations can meet the challenges of dynamic, and sometimes even unpredictable environments, rapidly decreasing cycles of innovation, and worldwide competition. Two different strategies can be identified: re-engineering the processes of an organization, and radical decentralization, or fractalization, of the structure of organizations. Finally, we discover that current approaches to business process orientation are, at least partially, incompatible with the strategy of radical decentralization.
Business Process Orientation
According to Davenport (1993) a process may be defined as a structured, measured set of activities designed to produce a specified output for a particular customer or market. Process orientation, thus, implies a strong emphasis on how work is accomplished, in contrast to a more product-oriented focus on what is achieved. Thus, business process orientation represents a revolutionary change in perspective: it turns the organization on its head, or at least on its side (Davenport, 1993, p. 5) .
The structure of business processes can clearly be distinguished from the more hierarchical forms of structure within an organization. While the latter is typically a snapshot which shows how responsibilities, resources, communication channels, and information flow (that is, repor-ting, instructions) are distributed across an organization, the former provides a dynamic view of how the organization delivers value. Furthermore, while structures cannot be assessed or improved directly, processes involve cost, time, output quality and customer satisfaction, they relate to well-known triggering events and they result in well-defined final states. Thus, whenever one reduces cost or increases customer satisfaction processes are improved, and not the organizational hierarchy.
Since the pioneering work of Porter (1985) , business process orientation has received an overwhelming attention by both academia and practioners (Scheer, 1994) . Its most important contribution is that it provides for a systematic, intelligible approach to the modeling and (re-) engineering of organizations. Thus, for the rest of the paper we assume that the design of future organizations will focus on processes, that is, that it will primarily be concerned with the modeling, management, and control of processes rather than applying to task decomposition, and to the modeling of static organizational structures.
Fractalization
It has been argued that the enterprise of the future will be radically decentralized, in order to meet the challenges of the increasing complexity of their environment, and the dynamics of world-wide competition. Decentralization involves the allocation of autonomy, resources, and responsibilities to deeper levels of the organizational hierarchy (for instance, see work of Tapscott & Caston (1992) or Warnecke (1991) ). This requires enterprises to replace the traditional approach of hierarchical planning by more decentralized concepts of coordination.
In turn, autonomous organizational subunits need to exhibit a much greater degree of intelligence and self-referencing skills than they do today. This has given rise to the notion of organizational fractals (Warnecke, 1991) . These are equipped with self-organization skills thus enabling them not only to recursively form complex, highly-organized entities but also to modify these entities, for instance with respect to dynamic environments or changing customer demands. Organizational fractals are provided with operational definitions of their local aims, and are capable of cooperatively creating global hierarchies of aims and objectives. They exhibit intelligent local and global coordination skills, and a benevolent style of cooperation.
Accordingly, fractalization permits large organizations to exhibit greater flexibility and adaptivity, and it also provides a medium through which they can effectively refresh their learning capabilities (Warnecke, 1991) .
Fractalization versus Business Process Orientation: An Emergent Conflict
Organizational fractals involve a maximum degree of local autonomy, self-control, and selforganization skills. Aiming to maximize their local utility (for instance, in terms of profit), organizational fractals decide on their own whether they are willing to cooperate, or to collaborate with other organizational units. There is no direct means by which fractals can be compelled to behave in a certain manner. The single acceptable way to control the behavior of an organizational fractal, or of a group of cooperating fractals, is through designing a globally consistent system of aims and objectives (Warnecke, 1991) .
However, due to bounded rationality, organizations are, in most cases, not able to establish consistent goal hierarchies. Instead, the different goals that exist within an organization are more or less inconsistent, the knowledge about goals and relationships between them remains necessarily incomplete, uncertain, fuzzy, and sometimes even false. Additional goal conflicts may arise between the goals of an organization and the preferences of its customers, between different organizations that wish to cooperate, and between the customers of distinct organizations that wish to pursue their aims in close cooperation.
In contrast, current approaches to business process orientation presuppose that organizations have the time, knowledge and skills to precisely describe, analyze, and design enterprise-wide business processes. They further suppose that, through an iterative (not necessarily algorithmic) procedure of refinement, these descriptions can be augmented, or instantiated to more detailed descriptions of (partial) processes and fully expanded specifications of the respective workflows. This requires a centralized approach to business process engineering, or, at least, a global perspective (Hammer & Champy, 1991) which, by definition, cannot exist within fractalized enterprises. Instead, organizational fractals must cooperate whenever they aim to create an enterprise-wide business process, akinned to bottom-up approach. A similar conflict exists between the local autonomy of organizational fractals, and the need to tie them to existing business processes. It shall be noted that these conflicts are directly related to the degree of autonomy that is exhibited by the fractals involved.
As a consequence, it is very difficult, or even impossible, in general to resolve these conflicts by standardized rules and decision criteria. Instead, whenever one aims to introduce business process orientation into a system of organizational fractals one needs to apply to decentralized, cooperation-based concepts of process modeling and control. Moreover, any coordination concept must sustain the individual autonomy of each single fractal, and it must provide appropriate knowledge processing techniques in order to cope with the epistemological issues of incompleteness and uncertainty.
These challenges can be addressed by recent advances in organizational computing, namely with respect to the technology of cooperative knowledge processing (Warnecke, 1991) , (Kirn, 1995) , (Kirn & O´Hare, 1995) . This work aims to integrate decentralized but autonomously operating data and knowledge sources, and it involves standard techniques from Artificial
Intelligence. It has been demonstrated that these techniques are suitable to bridging the boundaries within and across organizations, and to flexibly exchange tasks, know how, and geographically distributed resources between distinct organizational units.
Distributed Artificial Intelligence
Distributed Artificial Intelligence represents a departure from the centralized approach advocated by mainstream Artificial Intelligence. It seeks to develop intelligent systems by distributing intelligence (or expertise) across a community of semi-autonomous automated intelligent agents (O'Hare & Jennings, 1995) , (Chaib-draa et.al., 1992) .
Various motivating factors exist for developing Distributed Artificial Intelligence systems.
Firstly, the growth in inexpensive and flexible telecommunications networks and multiprocessor hardware and software has provided the means to develop distributed systems (Gasser, 1992b) . Secondly, the expertise necessary to achieve adequate solutions to complex problems demand the provision of multiple cooperating systems. Furthermore, Distributed
Artificial Intelligence can potentially solve problems that are too complex for one centralized system, which may be due to resource limitations of a given level of technology. Distributed Artificial Intelligence can also provide a means of connecting multiple knowledge bases with differing, but possibly overlapping expertise, thereby enabling the solution of problems whose domains are outside that of one knowledge base (Hern, 1988) , (Huhns, 1987) . Further advantages of the Distributed Artificial Intelligence approach to system development is that it facilitates resource sharing, flexibility, efficiency, reliability, and speed.
The following sections expand upon the notion of 'agent' and 'Multi-Agent Systems', their relevance to human organizations, emerging programming paradigms and the importance of planning in developing Multi-Agent Systems.
Agency within Distributed Artificial Intelligence
Agents are often physically and logically distinct and are typically capable of reasoning, planning, communicating and cooperating (Hern, 1988) . Agents may be robotic and be defined in terms of sensory input, motor control and time pressures, they may perform cognitive functions, react to stimuli, contain symbolic plans, or possess natural language capabilities. Shoham (1993) points out that:
"An agent is an entity whose state is viewed as consisting of mental components such as beliefs, capabilities, choices, and commitments."
An agent is thus regarded as an entity, that functions continuously and largely autonomously, with little guidance or intervention. An agent functions in an environment which is typically highly dynamic and unpredictable, within which other agents coexist and perform.
Multi-Agent Systems
According to Werner (1992) , a multi-agent system may either be a software system, a number of robotic agents, it may be a group, organization, or society of humans. In essence, multiagent systems may be described as reactive systems that interact with their environment to perform a particular task. Such systems are concerned with coordinating behavior among a collection of possibly preexisting intelligent agents. A multi-agent system attempts to coordinate the agents' expertise, knowledge and plans in order to achieve a common purpose.
Agents within a multi-agent system interact and their mode of interaction may be guided by cooperation strategies to improve their common performance.
Research in multi-agent systems endeavors to deal with the problem of integrating and coordinating the activities and expertise of agent communities, in an opportunistic, mutually beneficial manner, in the pursuit of cooperative solutions, to shared problems. These groups and the individuals within them evolve, as do the relationships between their team members.
No one agent may have sufficient information to solve the entire problem, be the most appropriate to perform a particular task, or be able to supply relevant information. Agents must necessarily collaborate, demanding mutual assistance referred to as 'collective problem solving'. Such collective behavior evolves and generally reflects the development of inter-agent relationships.
Attempts to understand the fundamental social phenomena that underpin agent behavior have lead to the development of two crude classes of multi-agent system, those of deliberative or reflective systems and those regarded as 'reactive' systems (Wooldrige & O'Hare, 1991) .
Deliberative multi-agent systems ascribe roles to their agents, with the appropriate expertise facilitating cooperation between agents. The concept of 'role' is cited by Werner (1992) , as an important mechanism for building complex social structures, these structures he terms 'organizations'. According to Werner (1992) , in order for agents to be cooperative they must have information about their environment together with some planning capability, or at the lowest level, procedures or programs. Agents are able to make inferences in choosing the most appropriate action, (this can be viewed as 'rational' behavior) and are able to predict the behavior of other agents. These agents make 'evaluations' or 'deliberations', over a choice of action or reaction. When faced with a problem, agents take the appropriate action to arrive at a solution. This manifests itself as emergent social behavior that is normally associated with cooperating agents in organizations, such as ant colonies and human communities such as human organizations (Lesser & Corkhill, 1981) , (Fox, 1979) , (Fox, 1988) .
A Distributed Artificial Intelligence Perspective on Planning
Within multi-agent systems, coordination of decentralized activities is required. According to the equivalence of plan and process we apply here to a planning approach to coordination.
Within Artificial Intelligence planning there is usually a set of goals given together with an initial state and a set of allowable actions in a planning environment. The planning task is to find a sequence of actions that fulfills the respective constraints and which allows the system to achieve all of the desired goals. Exemplary Artificial Intelligence planning systems are STRIPS (Fikes & Nilsson, 1971, p. 189-208) and NOAH (Sacerdoti, 1977) . However, Artificial Intelligence planning is not applicable to typical multi-agent settings because of its restrictive assumptions (v. Martial, 1992) :
. the world is assumed to be static and only affected by the actions of one single agent (the planner),
. there is only one agent who designs the sequence of actions (the plan) necessary to solve that task, and who itself is responsible for carrying out the actions represented in that plan,
. . there is no concept of concurrent activities.
These limitations have stimulated research on multi-agent planning, i.e. on developing towards planning approaches where one or multiple agents cooperatively design multi-agent plans to coordinate the activities of a set of autonomous computational entities (Bond & Gasser, 1988) .
Within the field of Distributed Artificial Intelligence, planning involves the recognition of any potential interference between the activities of the agents and as such the planning activity attempts to align their activities so as to avoid destructive goal conflicts. Interference could involve not merely incompatible ordering of actions but also incompatible states and conflicting demands on resources. . to identify and reason about the interferences between plans, . to develop solutions for the problem of plan coordination and, thus . to modify the plans of other computational agents.
As far as organizational structures and dynamic plan interactions are concerned, the approach of AEGIS primarily benefits from the concept of generalized partial global planning (Decker & Lesser, 1992) . As far as plan adaptation issues are concerned, the AEGIS approach uses and extends the plan coordination concept suggested by v. Martial (1992) .
Agent Modeling
We introduce here a brief review of agent modeling techniques. Much research has been conducted within this area. Therefore, within this paper it is only possible to convey the spirit of this work. A detailed discussion of the various approaches to representing agent mental states is beyond the scope of this paper.
In attempting to plan the activities of a group of agents it is necessary to have at least implicit knowledge of other agents that exist within the community together with some awareness of the environment. Such knowledge is mandatory if meaningful agent interactions are to be achieved generally. Much work has been directed at the problem of agent models, attempting to provide a formalism which can characterize itself and its' community. These models need to contain knowledge pertaining to agent capabilities, state, responsibilities and resource requirements. In addition to this there is a need for knowledge regarding agent actions, plans, goals and beliefs. Agents need to be aware of other agent actions and the implications of these on the community as a whole. In order to be able to anticipate or extrapolate agent behavior it is necessary to be aware not only of their current actions but the plan to which they are adhering, their goals and particularly the beliefs they have about the world within which they exist.
Two differing approaches exist to the modeling of agent beliefs, modeling based on possible worlds and modeling based upon a syntactic, logic representation. According to the possible worlds approach an agent knows something to be true if it is true in all the worlds that the agent believes exist. This approach is normally implemented using modal propositional logic and Kripke structures and is typified by the research of Appelt (1981) . The later approach as exemplified by the work of Konolige (1986) which grounds on first order logic being supplemented with new operators like 'want' and 'know'. A meta-level language is also provided which enables beliefs to be established without having to exhaustively enumerate them. Detailed descriptions of these approaches and associated issues like logical omniscience and shared knowledge are beyond the scope of this work. There has been several noble attempts to integrate the work of planning and agent modeling with formal communication protocols. Both Cohen and Perrault (1979) advocate the use of the 'Speech Acts' first proposed by Austin (1962) and developed significantly by Searle (1969) , which include operators like 'inform' and 'request'. Bond and Gasser (1988) suggest that systems based upon speech act models firmly based upon plans and beliefs will serve to unify more closely theories of coordination and communication.
Within AEGIS we believe that in order to design organizations effectively it is necessary to provide the appropriate apparatus, namely, an expressive medium within which one can encode agent descriptions, clear inter-agent communication protocols with an associated semantics and an ability for agents to plan their activities.
Functional Design of AEGIS
AEGIS/CAS provides a customer consultant with advice as to how a particular customer credit ought to be best arranged. The system architecture reflects a real bank organization with its different departments by modeling each individual agent and each organizational unit in terms of computational agents.
Supposing a complex consulting task requires a cooperative solution, the agents need to take into account both the individual goals of the customer as well as those of the departments involved, and the aims, rules and constraints of the corporate bank. The necessary coordination of decentralized activities is ensured by multi-agent planning, that is on the one hand driven by the desire to achieve the appropriate aims and on the other hand controlled by a mutually benevolent attitude.
The agents of AEGIS are intelligent, autonomous problem solvers, which have their own aims, resources, capabilities and beliefs. Resources are inherited from the organization. Some of their goals may be private (informal goals), others have been defined by the organization (formal goals). Formal goals may interfere with each other and with (local) informal. The definition of formal individual goals must guarantee that the agents perform their actions such that global goals are also to be addressed. This requires that agents exhibit, at least some degree of customer-oriented problem solving behavior.
In case of goal conflicts (within one single agent) each agent behaves cooperatively. That is, the agents involved in a goal conflict initiate a planning process in order to search for an appropriate compromise. This process may also involve bargaining about transfer payments from one agent to another or from the enterprise to an organizational unit.
AEGIS agents are benevolent, in that they tell the truth about their plans, and they are willing to cooperate in order to improve the outcome of the whole system or to resolve conflicts within the system. Thus, the agents have a cordial relationship and do not behave in a hostile manner.
Agents may incorporate the actions of other agents as part of their own plans (multi-agent planning). This requires the agents to exchange their plans before execution in order to allow other agents having access to their anticipated behavior.
Organizational Model
AEGIS/CAS represents a computational bank. Its internal organizational structure relies on four different types of agents: (single) agents, (informal) social groups, (formal) organizational units and enterprise. On this basis, (at least) four different organizational layers can be identified (see Figure 1 ). Within Figure 1 the enterprise can be viewed as an embodiment of a hierarchy and inter-agent activities. Additional layers can easily be introduced, e.g. if organizational units (recursively) include one or more other organizational units.
To integrate business process orientation into this organizational model we need to distinguish three different types of processes which refer to the four different organizational levels mentioned above:
. . Workflow A workflow is a directed graph of procedures on the level of groups thus involving the work of one or more individual agents. Groups can be regarded as "workflow providers". Workflows represent the operative layer of an enterprise, too.
.
Business process
A business process can be viewed as a network of workflows (thus involving the work of one or more groups) and procedures (thus involving the work of one or more individual agents) on the level of a single organizational unit. Organizational units in a similar vein can be regarded as "process providers" (see figure 2) . Business processes within a single organizational unit comprise part of the tactical layer of the orga-nization; they represent exactly one single product (that is, satisfying basic customer preferences).
Figure 1: Symbolic representation of a 4-layered organization
Please note, that we use the notion of business processes also to refer to an enterprise-wide network of business processes, which involves one or more organizational units working together on a common problem. In AEGIS an enterprise-wide business process represents a product bundle (that is satisfying complex portfolios of customer preferences). Business processes on the level of the enterprise belong to the strategic layer of the enterprise. AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA   AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA   AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA   AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA   AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA   AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA   AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA   AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA   AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA   AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA   AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA   AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA   AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA   AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA  AAAA 
configurable, adaptable processes This taxonomy of (organizational) processes necessitates modeling at different levels of abstraction. Organizational procedures typically include a lot of detailed information about particular (atomic) activities, while business processes need abstract away from such operational detail conveying strategic information and thus shielding operational information.
Agent Model
Agents within the AEGIS system can be conceived as an aggregation of several discrete components. Agents consist of a structure such that agent = <agent_name, beliefs, capabilities, acquaintances, commitments, plans> where • agent_name: represents a unique agent identifier.
• beliefs: represents a set of beliefs held by a given agent at a particular instance in time. They encode the model of the environment within which they exist.
• capabilities: represents the set of capabilities that the particular agent can provide. Capabilities encode what the agent can do not how it achieves it. They are realized through plan execution.
• acquaintances: represents the awareness that a given agent holds at any instance in time about colleagues that exist within their environment.
• commitments: represents the current set of goals to which the agent is currently committed. The commitments persist until such times as they are no longer relevant to the agent.
• plans: represents a set of current plans that are still being utilized by the agent in question. Plans encode how agent capabilities are achieved. They may be complete in the sense that the component atomic actions are executed, or they may be partial whereby the plan will be refined further.
Initial Design
Earlier we described the Credit Advice Consultation Process. This process involves several discrete areas of expertise. In our initial version of the credit advisoy system which is a subsystem of AEGIS (AEGIS/CAS), we have identified several agents that contribute to this process. They are: Interface Agent, User Agent, Customer Profile Agent, Corporate Aims Agent, Capital Disposition Agent, Credit Manager Agent, Contract Processing Agent, Credit
Design Agent, Credit Rating Agent and Departmental Aims&Objectives Agent. Figure 3 provides a high-level view of the interactions between these agents. Two agents are central within this system, namely the Customer Profile Agent and the Credit Rating Agent.
AEGIS/CAS commences with a stereotypical customer profile and specializes it through consultation to accurately capture the respective customer peculiarities. The customer profile agent maintains the customer profile with respect to the corporate aims and to the information acquired about the customer during the consultation process. This profile is to be exported to other agents that make use of it through instantiating certain variables according to the respective values recorded for the customer in question.
The credit rating agent analyzes whether the customer is credit-worthy and arranges a distribution of the securities for the credit that meet the requirements of the bank. In this context each possible security must be assessed by determining a variety of values (i.e. declaration of value, risk rating, potential win / loss, etc.) in order to come to a profound decision.
-21 -Such decisions are based on the customer profile and additional product-specific information provided by the customer, like payback pattern, available securities and so forth. AEGIS/CAS will recommend a particular credit arrangement. This is proffered on the one hand by fulfilling the requirements given by the customer and on the other hand by minimizing the risk of the credit and maximizing the profits of the bank in question. Figure 3 : The Credit Advisory System within AEGIS
Architecture of the AEGIS Multi-Agent Organization
Agent oriented organizations differ from other types of Distributed Artificial Intelligence systems in that they are integrated with human enterprise. Within the context of AEGIS, this enterprise is represented by a bank. Typically, bank organizations involve deep functional (i.e. product-oriented) hierarchies, in general combined with a second structure, typically that of a geographic hierarchy. The basic structure of a typical bank organization can thus be viewed as a two-dimensional lattice, which exhibits a single central control function namely that of a corporate headquarters.
The design structure of a bank requires organizational designers to develop an appropriate concept of roles (i.e. triples of the form [task, capability, responsibility]) and to assign roles to agents. It also requires designers to establish a network of communication channels, to provide a set of coordination mechanisms, to define control flows within the organization, to implement organizational barriers within the enterprise and between the enterprise and its environment, and to design those constraints that determine to which degree the bank is able to reorganize its internal structure according to the needs imposed by the market and its social and political environment.
The AEGIS multi-agent organization attempts to addresses these with respect to the design of a Distributed Artificial Intelligence system. Thus, the design of AEGIS simulates the functional structure of a bank in that it provides a three-layered, product-oriented architecture: the enterprise layer, the organizational units layer, and the individual agents layer. The architecture of the multi-agent organization represents the decomposition of tasks, the division of labor, and, as such, it serves as a long-term coordination framework (Gasser, 1992a ) for the whole system.
The schematic representation of the AEGIS multi-agent organization (see figure 4) can be described as:
. A global search space, which spans the set of processes provided by the different departments and individual actors together with the set of operators that permit interconnection and modification of these processes.
. Embedded departments in the AEGIS multi-agent banking organization, which are computational organizational units. These units address to the concept of planning in autonomous systems. They distinguish strategic planning from tactical planning and plan execution (Hertzberger & Groen, 1987) . Thus, the aims and objectives agent represents the level of strategic planning, the product design agent is responsible for tactical planning, and the execution level is represented by the contract processing agent.
. Each department is able to act as an autonomous, self-contained organizational unit which provides a particular class of products to the market (e.g. different types of credits within AEGIS/CAS).
. Each department comprises several agents which exhibit different organizational roles.
One of these agents acts as the head of the department, the others provide the necessary (local) functions. . Departmental agents are allowed to engage the department in a particular task. They represent the departmental interface to its environment, and they act as a coordinating agent (v. Martial, 1992) within their local organizational unit. Individual agents plan and act on their own, their plans comprise a set of individual activities (i.e. each individual plan refers to a different organizational procedure).
The problem solving capability of the AEGIS multi-agent organization depends on its ability to select and involve the most appropriate agents for the problem at hand, to instantiate the appropriate organizational structure, and to apply (and to adapt) different types of coordination mechanisms. These criteria define the flexibility of the AEGIS multi-agent organization. Within AEGIS, organizational flexibility is achieved by multi-agent planning, which may be coordinated by the respective departmental agents or which may also evolve as a collaborative activity among single agents being members of different departments. Figure 5 depicts a virtual department that was installed as a result of the creation of a (partial) global plan (i.e. a business process) on the enterprise level. The different agents involved in a virtual department are still connected to their local organizational units; i.e. they are still obliged to approach the respective local aims, to perform the respective local reporting procedures, etc.
The reader may note, that this provides for a broad range of virtual organizational structures, depending on the degree to which the different agents (temporarily) leave their standard working environment. In that sense, the representation depicted in figure 5 demonstrates only one type of virtual organizational structures that is possible within AEGIS.
Because conventional organizational theories primarily focus on the structuring of organizational bodies, they prove inappropriate for the organizational model commissioned within AEGIS. AEGIS relies on its ability to dynamically create virtual departments (i.e. task forces) and in turn the creation of these virtual bodies relies on the ability of AEGIS to configure and modify formal representations of business processes which is achieved through multi-agent planning.
Within this section we have concentrated upon the modeling of the more static aspects of our organisations namely that of structure. This structure should merely be viewed as the context within which the activity of the organization is accomplished. We wish, however, also to adequately represent and model this organizational activity. The next section addresses the modeling of processes through plan representation. The intimacy which exists between these two dimensions is of fundamental importance.
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Process Modeling Categories for Business Process Engineering
The three different layers within an organization, namely strategic, tactical and operative, may be simulated by a three-layered, vertically integrated, hierarchy of Multi-Agent Plans. Such plans must facilitate Abstraction on Processes. In order to support business process reengineering it is necessary to provide four fundamental process operations. These operations can be categorized as
• modification of processes,
• abstractions on processes,
• interactions among processes, and
• interactions of processes with their environment.
Due to limited space we can merely give an idea of what these operations involve, related work has been presented by Malone et.al. (1993) . In the following description plans are represented by upper case letters, while representations of actions (process elements) are represented by lower case letters.
Construction and Modification of Processes
The most fundamental operations demanded is the ability to construct and/or modify a plan.
For any given process such operations ought to be able to handle highly complex processes.
Such operations must support the construction of new processes from existing ones. Through the judicious assemblage of more primitive processes more complex processes can be constructed utilizing process reuse. AEGIS ensures that pre-existing processes can be modified in order to adapt them to the current coordination situation.
. A and B are composed to make configuration C.
A simple example is the sequence.
. A is removed from B resulting in the model C.
May be caused, for example, by a reorganization. A, part of B, is to be removed from it.
Abstractions on Processes
In almost every planning domain where complex products have to be constructed anew specification is usually top down in nature, i.e. from the more abstract to the more detailed.
Bottom up, is important for reasons of interactions with other participants. To communicate as efficiently as possible it is necessary to enable the selection of the appropriate level of abstraction so that details which are not relevant to the partner can be hidden. The planning approach developed within AEGIS supports this functionality in such a sense that processes can be abstracted from details or enriched by more specific information, depending on the organizational level from which the process is seen. This means that during planning on a department level a process can be abstracted in a way that only the subtasks that are interfaces to processes of other departments can be considered. This is in contrast to planning on a group level where it is necessary to show all the subtasks that the individual members are in charge of.
. C is the refinement of B, with b 2 ∈ B having been refined by A.
There is one element which is refined by A. In the next section an example will be given for this operation (refine (a, P´) (P)).
. B is the generalization of C, with A having been removed from C.
Exactly the inverse operation to "refine". Figure 6 : Refinement and generalization of processes
Modeling of Interactions among Processes
When modeling processes it is necessary to adopt a holistic view recognizing that inter process dependencies and interference may occur which must be duly modeled. Thus, process models must enable the explicit modeling of two types of interactions between different processes.
. A and B interact without any coordination. . The interactions between A and B are coordinated.
In other scenarios, the actions A and B of different agents are (implicitly or explicitly) coordinated towards individual or common goals. Well-known examples refer to concurrent access to a common resource. In such cases, the executions of A and B needs to be coordinated, for instance to be synchronized. In other words: A interferes with the execution of B by means of coordination (et vice versa).
Modeling of Interactions of Processes with their Environment
This category ensures that processes as a whole are explicitly made dependent on certain external conditions (situatedness). In AEGIS this applies for the coordination situation, e.g. the set of currently active problem solving processes.
. In a certain situation s A must not be executed.
Precondition for A: ¬ s
. In a certain situation s A and B are exclusive alternatives.
Precondition for A: ¬ s ∨ ¬ running (B), Precondition for B: ¬ s ∨ ¬ running (A)
In the subsequent section we will illustrate how such processes can be realized in a concrete manner. We advocate the utilization of plans as a formal basis for process modeling and adopt a multi-agent planning approach.
Realization of the AEGIS System

Plan Model for AEGIS/CAS
The operations introduced above are used as a basis for implementing the planning procedure within AEGIS/CAS. In order to have a formal basis for them a plan model is needed that is expressive enough to represent the independent dimensions implied by the first two categories and the requirements implied by the last two.
The basic concepts of our model were derived from a similar formalism first introduced by v.
Martial (1992) .
Modification of Processes: The Process Dimension
We have to describe processes that are comprised of actions and also knowledge about these actions. Consequently the plans consist of two components. Each component can be viewed as a mathematical set. The first set, ACT, contains the actions that the respective process is made of and the membership of the second set, CON, is constraints and conditions (e.g. pre-/ postcondition) for the actions together with the relationships (e.g. sequential / concurrent) between them.
plan_model´ ::= (ACT, CON)
There are two kinds of actions: Actions that are atomic with respect to their domain and actions that have to be further refined in order to become operational. The incremental replacement of non-atomic elements with atomic actions correspond to process refinement.
Abstractions on Processes and Actions: The Granularity Dimension
The planning procedure mainly consists of repeated refinements of actions that are part of a given process and are as yet non-atomic. This iteration concludes when a process consists exclusively of atomic actions. It may be visualized by a tree, that represents processes at various levels of abstraction. The nodes are actions and the edges show the refinement relationships from more abstract (coarse-grained) to more concrete (fine-grained) actions. So the leaves of the tree can be viewed as the most operational actions reached at this stage of planning. The history of refinement is reflected through the growth of the tree. The operation refine corresponds to adding a part of a new leaf level to our tree, whereas the operation generalize corresponds to removing a subtree (see figure 6 ).
To reflect the second granularity dimension as stated above we have to augment the plan_model´ by the set REF for the refinement relationships: (v. Martial, 1992) 
Modeling of Interactions among Processes
Since interactions among processes necessitate a fine-grained control these interactions have to be modeled on the level of actions (i.e. plan elements). Special atomic actions, for instance call and wait, can be used in a similar manner to other basic actions of a process.
Modeling of Interactions of Processes with their Environment
The set CON contains preconditions for the actions on every level of abstraction of the plan. This is also true for the top level action that represents the entire process. Should no such action exist, i.e. a process is viewed as a sequence of actions at the same level, then a "parent" action can be added which aggregates this sequence. Thus, a precondition for this action corresponds to a precondition of the process.
The predicate SEQ(a, b) describes the sequence of the actions a and b, the predicate PRE(a, pc) stands for a precondition pc that must be fulfilled in order to make action a executable.
Let P = (ACT, REF, CON) be a plan representing process p and pc be a precondition for p. The planning procedure will be explained by refining a process model describing the necessary actions to be executed by the Credit Advisory System.
Figure 8: Plan refinement
In order to perform a comprehensive task, e.g. a credit application, that exceeds the capabilities of a single agent a group of agents approach this task cooperatively. This is illustrated in figure 8 by the overlapping rectangles which represent the respective tasks or actions of the credit design agent, the credit rating agent and the departmental aims and objectives agent. The agent we will focus upon is the credit rating agent, a member of the credit department, the head of which is the credit manager agent. We will not elaborate on the necessary consultation process between different agents, but rather on how a single agent produces his local process model for those actions which it wants to perform by itself.
At a given planning stage n, the top part of the model presented in figure 8 has been constructed. For our example we will concentrate on the actions call_for_security and assess_security. Call_for_security is atomic because it can be realized by a letter generated automatically. Assess_security may be refined by action record_documents and, depending on the kind of security the customer provided, dynamically by actions assess_paintings, assess_deposits, or assess_real_estate. Because dynamics and context-sensitivity of process model refinement is beyond the scope of this paper, we will not elaborate on this further, instead, within this example, we assume static planning. Therefore, action assess_security can be refined by the action record_documents together with one of the three alternative checking procedures assess_paintings, assess_deposits and assess_real_estate each of them being specialized to the respective kind of security (paintings, real estate or deposits) the customer may provide.
Suppose assess_security ∈ ACT and P = (ACT, REF, CON) is the plan before refinement.
The non-atomic action assess_security is to be refined by plan
Implementation Environment
A first prototype of AEGIS is currently under development which incorporates the plan refinement procedures formulated above. AEGIS is implemented on a network of SUN workstations using HP Distributed Smalltalk which extends ParcPlace VisualWorks. The object oriented philosophy adopted within the project has proven a natural medium for the realization of agent oriented concepts.
Implementing Agent Interfaces with CORBA
Computational agents in our model are capable of coherent, distributed communication that is independent of the internal structure, resources and capabilities of their underlying information systems. They interact with one another by viewing the network as a single dedicated knowledge object space and ignoring any spatial distribution of objects or agents, respectively (Papazoglou et. al, 1991, pp. 169-202) . This implies, first of all, the existence of some standard communication network to interconnect the computational agents and the ability of these agents to communicate by exchanging messages. In our model interconnection is provided on the basis of an implementation of CORBA which can be seen as the communication backbone of the Object Management Architecture (OMA) (Object Management Group, 1992) . OMA was defined by the Object Management Group (OMG), which among others wish to standardize (transparent) access to objects within a heterogeneous network. CORBA is the first component of the OMA to be standardized. In the object model of the OMG a request and the appropriate result are the central means of communication between objects (in the terminology of this paper we can equate objects and agents). A request consists of an operation name and the appropriate parameters. Such signatures of operations must be defined with the help of the interface definition language (IDL); i.e. the means of communication are signatures written in IDL.
Objects are identified by a unique object identity. They can react to a number of object-specific messages. After objects have made themselves known to the system, message passing is performed transparently; i.e. the message sending object does not need to know the location of the receiving object nor any implementational issues. If pre-existing information systems are to be included in our network of computational agents, they first have to meet the specification of the CORBA standard.
However, this solves only the problem of pure communication. Agents must not only be able to receive messages; they also must understand the message and react to it. Therefore, we must further attach appropriate front-end extensions to the pre-existing information systems to enable them to actively participate in a cooperative problem solving process: each pre-existing information system needs to be equipped with some (epistemic) knowledge of the others.
Another issue here concerns the integration of information systems. On the organizational level two distinct concepts of integration can be identified. The first one considers the pre-existing information system as being a passive data storage medium only. That is, the information system is supposed to provide standard data access facilities which can be used by individual agents to improve or broaden their knowledge. The second one refers to the concept of organizational autonomy. It requires the information system to behave as an intelligent computational agent. In that case the integration of the information system requires an agent shell which encapsulates the database (Steiner et al., 1990) . As a consequence, each data request needs to be addressed to the respective agent which then decides on its own, whether it is able and willing to participate in a cooperative task and if, how it wants to fulfill the request. Whenever we are concerned with the modeling of business processes and workflows these different concepts of integration play an important role for the task of organizational design.
On the technical level the first concept refers to loose coupling of a computational agent and a (set of) data base(s); i.e. loose coupling implies that agent and the databases are autonomous systems which run independently from each other. The second approach is usually bound up with tight coupling between the agent shell and its local data base; i.e. the database and its intelligent shell form an integrated whole.
Conclusion
Today's enterprises are challenged by a rapidly increasing demand for flexibility within their internal structures. They need to be able to respond rapidly by customizing their internal processes in order to be able to introduce competitive products into the market place. These requirements have already stimulated huge research efforts in organizational theory, whilst information technology research on how to support customization of computer-based business processes has not yet been adequately investigated.
This paper has addressed the question of how coordination in decentralized, process-oriented organizations can effectively be supported by modern information technology. More specifically, it addresses the issue of cooperative organizational problem solving within such settings in that it suggests to base system design on the concept of multi-agent planning.
The approach presented in this paper allows us to apply a recognized Distributed Artificial
Intelligence technique called multi-agent planning as a tool to achieve, at least partially, automated business process (re-) engineering and, via an appropriate design of local and global aims, to proceed towards automatic process customization.
To model and modify multi-agent plans two sets of interaction types (interactions among process models, interactions among a process model with its environment) and two sets of modeling operations (modifications, abstractions), which can be performed on process models, were introduced. The validity of this approach was demonstrated by a credit application example which shows how a multi-agent system can create a multi-agent plan through plan refinement.
The contribution of this paper is threefold:
. It introduces the concept of agent oriented organisations and it illustrates how such an approach could be used within the context of a banking application.
. It introduces the technical concepts by which this approach can be translated into specifications and implementations of the respective information system architectures.
. It synthesizes business process orientation and multi-agent planning, and thus demonstrates the applicability of Distributed Artificial Intelligence techniques to business applications.
Future work within the AEGIS project will concentrate on three key issues: (1) further refinement of the agent model, (2) investigation as to how the concept of an organization can be fully realized and in what way is an organization more than merely an aggregation of its agent members, and (3) empirical evaluation of the applicability of the conceptual and technical approach of AEGIS to real-world bank settings.
